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IDEAS ON HOW WE
LET A POEM IN
More Ideas for Poetry as
Practice continued on Page 2

CONSIDER:

We have been conditioned to

look outside ourselves for

answers. 

Relax and let yourself simply

have the raw, unconditioned

experience of being with

language in a new way. 

The poem can show you

anything you are ready and

willing to see. 

Let yourself get underneath

the language, and into the

feelings that the poem brings

to you. 

Day 6 of the Power of Meditation Summit

The following poem from Bänoo Zan combines well

with the "Tonglen on the Spot" Practice from Day 6 of

the summit.

Ideas for working with this poem as a writing prompt

are on page 2.

A Parliament of Owls

Darkness
loves wisdom—
mystery eyelids
silent lake
bouquet of trees—
The beak
talks in feathers
rescues blood
from skin
The eye
mates with
truth
transcends
the bird

Bänoo Zan



IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH THIS POEM:

GENERAL IDEAS 
FOR WORKING WITH POEMS:

One interesting approach is to start with

a line of a poem that calls you, and

rewrite it again and again until it pulls

something from your life. 

Remember that this process is holy and

sacred, but that does not mean it must

be beautiful. Let poetry contain the

mundane, the banal, and even the

profane. Let it draw forth the places

within that frighten you. 

The poem can be a container to hold the

places you don't feel you can hold alone. 

One line I love from this poem is the first:

Darkness loves wisdom. The practice

offered on Day 6 gives an opportunity to

bring any experience of darkness into

relationship with the wisdom of the heart. 

Consider starting with these same lines;

Darkness loves wisdom. Simply carry on

from there, looking to see what might arise

if you offer any of the unknown places a

place of refuge inside the wisdom of the

heart. 

The poet, Bänoo Zan, writes: In Iran,

anyone interested in reading is interested

in poetry! Poetry is the main genre. It is a

political, social, subversive, revolutionary,

erotic, spiritual, pious, conservative

upholder of our complex culture, and

more.
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